
Chapter 1
Learning from Limited Data in VLSI CAD

Li-C. Wang

Abstract Applying machine learning to analyze data from design and test flows has
received growing interests in recent years. In some applications, data can be limited
and the core of analytics becomes a feature search problem. In this context, the
chapter explains the challenges for adopting a traditional machine learning problem
formulation view. An adjusted machine learning view is suggested where learning
from limited data is treated as an iterative feature search process. The theoretical
and practical considerations for implementing such a search process are discussed.

1.1 Introduction

Applying machine learning tools to analyze data collected from design and test pro-
cesses can encounter different types of learning problems. One common type of
analytics is based on dividing data samples into two classes. For example, the an-
alytic begins with m samples where there are mp positive samples and the rest are
negative samples. A set of n features f1, . . . , fn are used to describe each sample.
The goal is to learn a model based on those features to differentiate one or more of
the positive samples from the negative ones. It is often that mp is very small and
in some cases, even mp = 0. In addition, m is limited as well. A recent paper [1]
discusses several applications that involve this type of analytics.

For example, Figure 1.1 illustrates an application in functional verification [2][3].
With a functional verification environment, a testbench is instantiated through Con-
strained Random Test Generation (CRTG) into a set of functional tests. The design
under verification can be a SoC (System-on-Chip) and each test can be a C pro-
gram (or a sequence of instructions). Simulating the tests results in simulation traces
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Fig. 1.1 An application in
functional verification

which in this case are the data to be analyzed. The task might concern a coverage
point CP in the design and the goal is to help improve the coverage of CP.

Fig. 1.2 The format of a
dataset to be analyzed

To run an analytic tool, a dataset is formatted as that illustrated in Figure 1.2.
First, we need to define what a sample represents. In the context of analyzing sim-
ulation traces, a sample can be defined as the activities observed in a simulation
cycle. Next, we need to describe the activities with a set of features. Each feature
can be defined based on a design signal. Then, each sample can be represented as
a vector of digital values. For example, these values can be 0, 1, a rising transition,
and a falling transition. Each sample (x) is also associated with a label (y) based on
the coverage status of CP. The coverage status can be from the same cycle or in the
next few cycles. If CP is covered, the sample is labeled as positive (+1). Otherwise,
it is labeled as negative (−1).

Usually, the coverage point CP is of concern because it receives very few or
no coverage in the simulation. This means that in the dataset, there are very few
or no positive samples. The goal of the analytics can be for deriving a rule such
that satisfying the rule is likely to achieve coverage of CP. Such a rule can be a
combination of some feature values. After a rule is reported by an analytic tool,
the testbench is modified to produce more tests that satisfy the rule. These tests are
simulated and the quality of the rule is observed in the simulation result [2][3].

In addition to functional verification, the paper [1] discusses several other appli-
cations that involve this type of analytics. For example, in physical verification, a
given layout can be scanned into a sequence of snippets [4], i.e. a small window of
layout image, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Each snippet can be described with a set
of features, such as attributes related to shape, spacing, materials, etc. A positive
sample can be defined as a snippet that potentially causes an issue (i.e. a defect-
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Fig. 1.3 Raster scan to extract layout snippets

prone spot). Then, the rest are negative samples. Our interest is often in predicting
the positive samples. Such an application can also encounter a dataset where there
are many more negative samples than positive ones. Moreover, because different
positive samples may be due to different reasons, it is likely that for a particular
analysis, we are interested in modeling only one or few selected positive samples.

Fig. 1.4 350 critical paths not predicted by STA

Another example is timing verification. In this case, samples can be defined as
paths (e.g. a path from one flip-flop to another flip-flop). For example, figure 1.4
shows critical paths collected from a silicon experiment [5] and their predicted tim-
ing slacks from a Static Timing Analysis (STA) tool. For a path, its actual delays are
measured on a set of process cores. The measurement is carried out by frequency
stepping where step 1 has the lowest frequency. Each dot shown in the plot repre-
sents a path. For example, at step 1 there are four silicon-critical paths.

For this particular design, the assumption is that if the timing slack is less than a
selected value (denoted as x), then the path is reported as a STA-critical path. In the
plot, the (normalized) value of x is shown and it can be observed that 350 out of the
480 paths shown in the plot are not reported as STA-critical paths. In fact, based on
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the given x value, the STA reports 21,589 STA-critical paths and only 130 of those
paths show up in this plot as a silicon-critical path [5].

To understand why a silicon-critical path is not a STA-critical path, one can start
the analysis with the first four silicon-critical paths shown on the left of the plot. In
this case, the positive samples are those 4 paths. The negative samples could be the
remaining 21,459 (= 21589− 130) STA-critical paths which do not show up as a
silicon-critical path [5]. To enable the analysis, a set of design-related features are
developed for describing a path. These features can be based on, for example, usage
of the cells, layout properties, path location, and so on [5].

Limited number of samples For the applications discussed above, a given dataset
can have very few or no positive samples. Moreover, the number of total samples
can also be limited. For example, in functional verification simulation cost is usually
a main concern. Hence, the number of cycles simulated in each run is limited. In the
timing verification application, the number of paths with measured timing on silicon
chips is limited.

In those applications, there can be many choices to derive a feature set. Hence,
the underlying problem can be thought of as searching among the large number of
features for those few important ones. The difficulty of this search depends on the
availability of the positive samples, the total samples, and the number of potential
features to search on. For example, to search on a large number of potential features,
one might need a large number of samples and at least some positive samples. If
obtaining sufficient samples or positive samples is practically prohibited, then the
problem can become challenging.

Feature-based analytics Analytics involved in the applications discussed
above can be called feature-based analytics which means the underlying prob-
lem is to search for a small combination of features or feature values among a
large set of features.

This search is different from traditional feature selection studied in machine
learning. A traditional feature selection algorithm is entirely data-driven. On the
other hand, the core problem faced in feature-based analytics is that the data can be
insufficient to determine the importance of some features when they are included in
a dataset. If such a dataset is run with a traditional feature selection algorithm the
result can be misleading. This is because a typical learning algorithm usually reports
some optimized result based on the data but does not report if the data is sufficient
or not for learning the result.

Because of the data limitation, feature-based analytics in practice can be more
intuitively captured as an iterative feature search process [1]. In each iteration, a
subset of features are selected to run an analytic tool with the samples in hand. The
result is evaluated until the outcome is satisfied.
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Learning about the features In general, learning can be seen as achieving two
tasks, learning about the features and learning to construct a model based on the
features. Traditionally, these two tasks are separated. A learning algorithm focuses
on model building and a feature selection algorithm focuses on feature evaluation.
Modern machine learning approach such as deep learning [6] puts much more em-
phasis on learning about the features. Similar to that, the emphasis in the applica-
tions discussed in this chapter can also be seen as more about learning the features.

In addition to the applications mentioned above, several other analytic tasks in-
volving post-silicon test data can also be seen as learning about the features. For ex-
ample, one application is to build a model to predict the Fmax (functional maximum
frequency) of a chip [7]. In this application, a feature can be based on a flip-flop, a
test pattern, a ring oscillator, or a selected critical path. The feature value is a delay
structurally measured. The term “structurally” means to measure the delay using
some scan structure. The main challenge for this analytic is to decide what features
to use. If an effective set of features are used, an accurate model can be built rather
easily. Otherwise, it can be quite difficult to learn a good model.

Another example is production yield optimization [8] [9]. In this context, a fea-
ture can be an e-test characterizing a process parameter on each wafer. A feature
can also be based on a measurable property of a production tool. The analytic is to
uncover a feature or a combination of features to explain a yield issue. Then, the
goal is to improve the yield by adjusting those feature values accordingly [8]. In this
context, the learning problem is almost entirely about learning the features.

1.2 Iterative Feature Search

The iterative feature search process is illustrated in Figure 1.5. First, it is common
that a tool from the machine learning toolbox (e.g. [10]) expects a dataset that is
formatted as depicted in Figure 1.2. To produce such a dataset, three steps are per-
formed: sample selection, feature selection, and dataset construction.

Fig. 1.5 Iterative feature search process

The sample selection step defines what a sample is and selects a set of m samples
x1, . . . ,xm for the analysis. For example, in functional verification a sample consists
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of signal activities in a simulation cycle. In physical verification, a sample is a layout
snippet. In timing verification, a sample is a path. For Fmax prediction, a sample is
a chip. In yield optimization, a sample can be a chip, a wafer or a lot. If the analysis
is based on supervised learning, a label value yi is calculated for each sample xi. If
it is for unsupervised learning, no label is required.

Calculating the label for a sample might need a separate analysis itself. For ex-
ample, in yield analysis a wafer can be classified as good or bad and deciding this
binary label can be based on outlier analysis [8] (i.e. a bad wafer has a yield number
that is classified as an outlier). Furthermore, it is possible that a particular analy-
sis does not use all samples. For example, after some initial analysis, it might be
decided that a subset of samples require a more focused analysis.

An analytic task begins with an initial set of features. This feature set is often de-
veloped by consulting a domain expert. Then, in each iteration a subset of features
f1, . . . , fn are selected. After this subset is determined, in the dataset construction
step for each sample xi its feature values (xi1, . . . ,xin) are computed. This computa-
tion might require running a machine learning tool also. For example, the original
values of a feature might be divided into ranges and this division can be based on a
clustering algorithm [11].

After a dataset is constructed, running a machine learning tool on the dataset can
result in one or more models. For example, a tool can allow setting some parameter
values to affect the optimization objective of the learning algorithm. With different
parameter values, different models can be obtained. The models then go through
a model evaluation step. In this step, the meaningfulness of a model is assessed
in the context of the particular application. If model evaluation cannot determine a
meaningful model, then a different dataset is required. This invokes a new iteration
that can involve redoing one or more of the previous three steps.

1.2.1 The need for domain knowledge

In Figure 1.5, domain knowledge is involved in the Analyst Layer for the dataset
preparation and model evaluation. And because of this, learning in view of the fig-
ure can be seen as using the data to enhance one’s domain knowledge. In other
words, Knowledge + Data ⇒ Learning [1]. In theory, learning from data would
not be possible without any prior knowledge [12]. Hence, the view in Figure 1.5
is not entirely new. However, the view emphasizes the need for domain knowledge
in practice where there is a tradeoff between the knowledge requirement and the
data requirement in an analytic task, even though such a tradeoff might not be easily
quantifiable.

In view of Figure 1.5, it is obvious that the effectiveness of the learning is not
determined solely by the machine learning tool. For example, if relevant features
are missing in a dataset, then no tool can produce a model completely capturing the
underlying answer. Consequently, automation of the entire search process requires
automation of the steps in the Analyst Layer as well. This means that automation
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requires implementing a way to acquire and model the analyst’s domain knowledge
and this knowledge acquisition can be very much application dependent (see, e.g.
[9][13] [14][15]).

1.2.2 The model evaluation step

In practice, the model evaluation step can be expensive and/or time consuming. For
example, in functional verification, the step might involve modifying the testbench
according to a learned rule and generating some new tests. Then, these new tests
are simulated to decide if the rule is meaningful. In other applications, the eval-
uation might involve meetings with the design team. In the context of production
yield optimization, the meetings could involve engineers from a foundry outside the
company. Consequently, each search iteration can be delayed and this bottleneck is
outside the machine learning toolbox.

1.2.3 The tool requirement

To speed up the search process, ideally the search desires a machine learning tool
that reports not only a learned model but also a quality measure for the model. This
quality measure can help decide in the model evaluation step whether or not to go
through an expensive evaluation process.

In traditional machine learning, a tool is designed to output an “optimized” model
based on a given dataset where the optimization objective depends on the learn-
ing algorithm. Then, the quality of the model is evaluated through cross-validation
separated from the learning algorithm. In cross-validation, there are two datasets:
a training dataset and a validation dataset. The model is learned with the training
dataset and its accuracy is calculated by applying the model to the validation dataset.
The accuracy seen on the validation dataset is supposed to represent how the model
will perform if it is applied on future unseen samples.

While cross-validation is a common practice, the no-free-lunch (NFL) theorem in
machine learning [12] warns about its misuse in practice. Unless one can ensure that
the validation dataset is somewhat a complete representation for the future unseen
samples (which is often not the case in practice), cross-validation may provide little
assurance in practice for an application.

More importantly, for the applications mentioned before, in practice cross-
validation might not be a viable option to assess the quality of a model. This is due
to the limitation on the positive samples and/or on the total samples as discussed
above. This means that in Figure 1.5, the quality of a model has to be assessed in a
separate model evaluation step which can be expensive. The only possible assurance
a learning tool can provide on its output models is that they are “optimized” with
respect to some optimization objective. However, whether such an optimization ob-
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jective is meaningful with respect to the particular application context can be quite
difficult to assess.

In view of Fig. 1.5, ideally, the search desires a machine learning tool that by
itself can provide some quality assurance for its output model. This can alleviate
the need for cross-validation. This requirement leads to the main question for the
machine learning toolbox: What additional quality assurance a learning algorithm
can provide?

In summary, there are two areas of concern in an iterative search process: (1)
How to provide more quality assurance for the models entering the model evalua-
tion step? (2) How to effectively incorporate the domain knowledge in the iterative
search process? In the rest of the chapter, the discussion will focus more on the
first question. Then, in section 1.7 we briefly review several recent works [9][13]
[14][15] related to the second question.

1.3 Assumptions in Machine Learning

To address the model quality concern, we need to understand why cross-validation is
needed in the first place, i.e. why a machine learning algorithm does not provide an
assurance for its model quality and demands cross-validation to evaluate its model?
To facilitate the discussion, Figure 1.6 illustrates a theoretical setup in the context
of supervised learning.

Fig. 1.6 Five areas to make an assumption in order to enable learning

In this setup, a hypothesis space H is assumed. H is a set of functions (hypothe-
ses) and one of them f is the target function (true answer) to be learned. A sample
generator G produces a set of m samples x1, . . . ,xm according to an unknown but
fixed distribution D. For each sample xi, its label yi is calculated as f (xi). Then, the
dataset comprising the m pairs (xi,yi), is given to a learning algorithm L to learn.
The algorithm L outputs its answer h. Ideally, if the answer is correct, we would
have ∀x generated from G, f (x) = h(x).

In theory, f has to be learnable [16][17] in order for a learning algorithm to
achieve some sort of learning. To ensure learnability, some assumptions need to be
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made in view of the setup. There are five areas to make an assumption, as marked
in Figure 1.6.

The first assumption concerns the hypothesis space H. It is intuitive that learn-
ability depends on the complexity of H, i.e. the more complex the H is, the more
difficult the learning is (hence less learnable). If H is finite and enumerable, then its
complexity can be measured more easily. For example, if H is the set of all Boolean
functions based on n variables, then H contains 22n

distinct functions.
The difficulty is when H is infinite and/or uncountable. In this case, one cannot

rely on counting to define its complexity. One theory to measure the complexity of H
is based on its ability to fit the data. This concept is called the capacity of H which is
characterized as the VC dimension [18]. The VC dimension (VC-D) also represents
the minimum number of samples required to identify a f randomly chosen from H.
To learn, one needs to make an assumption on the VC-D, for example VC-D should
be on the order of poly(n) (polynomial in n, the number of features). Otherwise, the
number of required samples can be too large for the learning to be practical.

The second assumption concerns the sample generator G. The common assump-
tion is that G produces its samples by drawing a sample randomly according to a
fixed distribution D. Hence, as far as the learning concerns, all future samples are
generated according to the same distribution.

The third assumption concerns the number of samples (m) available to the learn-
ing algorithm. This m has to be at least as large as the VC-D. Then, the fourth
assumption concerns the complexity of the learning algorithm. Even though m is
sufficiently large, learning the function f can still be computationally hard [17].

The computational hardness can be characterized in terms of the traditional NP-
Hardness notion [17] or the hardness to break a cryptography function [19]. For ex-
ample, learning a 3-term DNF (Disjunctive Normal Form) formula using the DNF
representation is hard [17]. In fact, except for a few special cases, learning based
on a Boolean functional class is usually hard [17]. Moreover, learning based on a
simple neural network is hard [20]. The computational hardness implies that in prac-
tice for most of the interesting learning problems, the learning algorithm can only
be a heuristic. Consequently, its performance cannot be guaranteed on all problem
instances.

The last assumption concerns how the answer h is evaluated. In the discussion
of the other assumptions above, we implicitly assume that the ”closeness” of h to f
is evaluated through an error function Err(), for example Err(h, f ) = Prob(h(x) 6=
f (x)) for a randomly drawn x. Notice that with such an Err(), an acceptable answer
does not require h = f . As far as the learning concerns, as long as their outputs are
the same with a high probability, h is an acceptable answer for f . This is because
the purpose of the learning is for prediction and the goal is to have a predictor
whose accuracy is high enough. However, for many applications in design and test
processes, the use of a learning model is not for prediction but for interpretation.
For those applications, adopting such an error function can be misleading.
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1.4 Traditional Machine Learning

When applying a machine learning algorithm, a practitioner is often instructed to
pay attention to the issue of model overfitting. In practice, one way to observe
overfitting is through cross-validation. Let DT and DV denote the training and val-
idation datasets. Let EmErr(h,D) be an error function to report an empirical er-
ror rate by applying a model h onto the dataset D. Let the learning error rate be
eT = EmErr(h,DT ) and validation error rate be eV = EmErr(h,DV ). In learning, a
learning algorithm has only DT to work on. Hence, the algorithm can try to improve
on eT but does not know what the resulting eV might look like.

Fig. 1.7 Underfitting Vs. Overfitting

Overfitting means that the learning algorithm continues to improve on eT , but eT
and eV deviate from each other and hence, the improvement does not translate to
eV . In contrast, underfitting means that eT is high and hence there is still room for
improvement. Fig. 1.7 illustrates these concepts where the x-axis can be thought of
as a scale to reduce eT based on employing a more complex model.

Refer back to Figure 1.6. A learning algorithm usually has no knowledge re-
garding the actual hypothesis space H where the function f is drawn. To learn, the
learning algorithm assumes a hypothesis space HL to begin with. This is usually
done by assuming a model representation, for example, such as a particular neu-
ral network design. When the assumption of HL is over-constrained, its capacity is
smaller than the capacity of H. Then, it is possible that HL does not contain a hy-
pothesis h that is close enough to f . As a result, there is little chance for Err(h, f )
to approach zero. This can be considered as another perspective to understand the
concept of underfitting.

In practice, to avoid underfitting the learning begins with an assumed HL that
is as less constrained as possible, i.e. with a capacity as large as possible. In prac-
tice, this assumption is constrained by the computational resources for the learning.
This is because assuming a more complex HL usually implies more computational
overhead in the learning. Also, assuming a more complex HL means more samples
needed to cover the hypothesis space. More importantly, with a HL whose capac-
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ity is larger than the capacity of H, obtaining sufficient data samples to achieve a
complete coverage on HL might not be practically possible.

Fig. 1.8 Occam’s Razor in machine learning

For example, Figure 1.8 depicts such a situation. After a learning algorithm
checks the hypotheses in a hypothesis space HL against all samples in the training
dataset DT , the space can be divided into two subsets. The first includes all hypothe-
ses h′ that are inconsistent with the samples, for example EmErr(h′,DT ) 6= 0. Then,
the rest R (it is called the version space) includes all consistent hypothesis h where
EmErr(h,DT ) = 0. In overfitting, R contains two or more distinct answers. Here
”distinct” means existing one x where x 6∈ DT and the two hypotheses h1,h2 result
in two different values, i.e. h1(x) 6= h2(x). In other words, there exists a sample to
differentiate h1 and h2 but this sample is not in DT . In practice R can contain a large
number of distinct hypotheses after learning on DT , for example due to insufficient
samples used in the learning.

1.4.1 Occam’s Razor

In machine learning, a common strategy to pick a model in the version space R
is based on the Occam’s Razor principle, i.e. picking the “simplest” model as the
answer. Applying the Occam’s Razor principle requires a measure for model sim-
plicity. Suppose this measure is defined. Then picking the model in R becomes an
optimization problem, i.e. optimizing the model according to the simplicity mea-
sure. Because such an optimization problem can be computationally hard, a heuris-
tic is usually developed to tackle the problem and such a heuristic does not guarantee
always finding the optimal model.

In theory, there is also some subtlety to apply the Occam’s Razor principle in
learning [21]. Furthermore, the definition of a simplicity measure might or might
not have a physical meaning in an application context. For all those reasons, an
“optimized” model reported by a learning tool might provide little assurance on eV .
Consequently, cross-validation is required to evaluate the model even though it is
considered as an optimized model by a learning algorithm.
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1.4.2 Avoid overfitting

Ideally, one would like to assume a HL whose capacity is the same as H. However,
this can be extremely difficult to accomplish in practice. In the context of feature-
based analytics discussed before, underfitting can mean a required feature is not
included in the initial feature set. Overfitting can mean there are features included
where no data are available to tell their relevance. To avoid underfitting, one desires
to begin with an initial feature set containing all possible features. However, this
strategy can lead to a problem where there is no sufficient data to find the exact
answer (when those features are considered together).

From this perspective, the iterative search process in Figure 1.5 can be thought
of as the search for the right hypothesis space HL. Because the data might not be
sufficient for the search, the Analyst Layer is needed to assist the search based on
domain knowledge.

1.5 An Adjusted Machine Learning View

As discussed in Section 1.4, a traditional machine learning algorithm is designed
to find an optimized model that fits a dataset based on a given hypothesis space as-
sumption. In practice, such an approach may provide little quality assurance on its
answer and hence, increases the burden of the model evaluation step in Figure 1.5.
In addition, cross-validation might not be a viable option for the applications con-
sidered due to limitation on the available samples for the learning.

For feature-based analytics, the essence of the problem is finding the right
hypothesis space assumption. From this perspective, it is desirable to design
a machine learning tool that can automatically evaluate a hypothesis space
assumption before finding a fitting model. With this in mind, an adjusted view
for the machine learning algorithm can be stated as the following: To search
for a hypothesis space assumption where there is exactly one hypothesis that
fits all samples in a given dataset.

In other words, the adjusted machine learning view adds an additional constraint
for judging the quality of the learning – The resulting hypothesis has to be unique
in terms of the assumed hypothesis space.

It is interesting to note that the adjusted machine learning view is compatible
with the Occam’s Razor principle and with the Structural Risk Minimization (SRM)
proposed in [18]. The difference is the addition of the uniqueness requirement. In
fact, an early work to justify the Occam’s Razor principle in machine learnig [22]
already suggested that the simplest model is better because the model is more likely
to be unique, i.e. it is harder to find another answer with the same complexity which
can fit the data. In a sense, the adjusted machine learning view makes the uniqueness
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an explicit requirement for learning, which is already implicitly hinted by adopting
the Occam’s Razor principle.

1.5.1 Search for a hypothesis space assumption

To implement the adjusted machine learning view, we need a way to determine the
uniqueness for a given hypothesis space assumption. In addition, we also need a
way to define a set of hypothesis space assumptions. To facilitate the search we
may desire to order those hypothesis spaces with increasing capacity as H1,H2, . . .,
Hi,Hi+1, . . . where Hp is less complex than Hq for all p < q. This ordering enables
one to evaluate a set of hypothesis spaces incrementally by following the Occam’s
Razor principle (and the SRM in [18]). Figure 1.9 illustrates the idea.

Fig. 1.9 Search for a hypothesis space assumption

In this figure, a version space Ri represents the set of consistent hypotheses (see
Figure 1.8) in Hi based on a given dataset. In the figure, R1, . . . ,Ri−1 are all empty,
meaning that no hypothesis in those hypothesis spaces can be found to fit all the sam-
ples in the dataset (i.e. these hypothesis spaces underfits the dataset). Hi is the first
hypothesis space where Ri is not empty. Depending on how stringent the uniqueness
requirement is applied, the search may continue into Hi+1. For example, uniqueness
may be defined as |R|= 1, i.e. containing exactly one consistent hypotheses. Alter-
natively, the requirement might be relaxed to be such as 0 < |R| ≤ 5. If the require-
ment is satisfied by Hi, then the consistent hypothesis (or hypotheses) is reported.

A machine learning tool implementing the idea in Figure 1.9 can provide two ad-
vantages. First, the output includes a hypothesis space assumption used to obtain the
answer(s). This provides additional information for its user to judge the meaning-
fulness of a reported model. Second, it is possible that the tool results in a situation
where no hypothesis space satisfies the uniqueness requirement. In this case, the
learning can fail. This failure can immediately triggers an adjustment to the feature
set in use or the set of the hypothesis spaces assumed. This means to start another
iteration in the search process in Figure 1.5, without involving the expensive model
evaluation step.
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1.6 A SAT-Based Implementation

One major challenge for implementing a learning tool following the idea presented
in Figure 1.9 is to obtain an ordered sequence of hypothesis spaces. This ordering
should be based on measuring the capacities of the hypothesis spaces. If a hypoth-
esis space contains an infinite number of hypotheses, it is difficult to measure its
capacity. In theory the capacity can be measured in terms of its VC dimension [18].
However, in practice the effective capacity of a hypothesis space is also limited by
the learning algorithm [6], making its estimation quite difficult.

For applications discussed in Section 1.1, however, the number of features is
limited. Moreover, the number of values a feature can take can be limited as well.
Hence, for those applications we can assume that each feature has only a limited
number of possible values. If we use a pseudo feature to represent a particular fea-
ture value, then we can further assume that all the features in use are binary, i.e. yes
for the occurrence of the feature value and no otherwise. Therefore, from a theoreti-
cal perspective the underlying learning problem can be treated as a Boolean learning
problem.

1.6.1 Boolean learning

Given n features, the Boolean space contains 22n
Boolean functions. A hypothe-

sis space is a set of Boolean functions in this space. Usually, a hypothesis space
is specified with a representation. For example, a k-term DNF restricts the func-
tions to those representable with k product terms. Each product term (also called a
monomial) can have up to n literals (features in positive or negative forms).

For a given Boolean hypothesis space, its capacity can be measured in terms
of the number of Boolean functions contained in the space. Hence, assuming that
the underlying learning problem is Boolean learning avoids the difficulty for mea-
suring the capacity of an infinite hypothesis space. However, it does not avoid the
computational hardness discussed in Section 1.3 before. For example, learning DNF
formulas is as hard as solving a random K-SAT problem [24]. For k-term DNF, even
for k = 3 the problem is hard [17] (hard to find a polynomial-time algorithm unless
RP = NP. Note: P ⊆ RP ⊆ NP [23]).

1.6.2 Monomial learning

The simplest case for k-term DNF learning is k = 1. In this case, the problem is
essentially to learn a monomial. From the perspective of Computational Learning
Theory (CLT), monomials are efficiently learnable [17]. Even though monomial
learning is considered as an easy problem in CLT, it can still be a hard problem in
view of Figure 1.9. In Fig. 1.6, consider that D is a uniform distribution. Suppose
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the true answer f is the monomial f1 · · · f j for a large j. It is likely that no positive
sample is generated even for a large m, i.e. for all samples x produced by G we
have f (x) = 0. Consequently, the output model is simply the constant 0. From the
CLT perspective, the constant 0 is a good answer because the error probability for
f (x) 6= 0 on a randomly-drawn x is extremely low. However, in practice a constant
0 most often means the learning has failed.

With the adjusted learning view Figure 1.9, the concept of learnable is not based
on an error function Err(). Instead, learnable can be viewed as achieving a version
space with a very small |Ri| (e.g. |Ri| = 1). With this change, monomial learning
can be hard when there lacks a positive sample. In fact, if there is only one positive
sample and many negative samples, finding the shortest monomial is NP-hard [25].

1.6.3 Hypothesis space pruning

Take monomial learning as an example. The ordered sequence of hypothesis spaces
in Figure 1.9 can be defined as H1, . . . ,Hn where n is the number of features. Each Hl
comprises the monomials of the same length l (i.e. with l literals). For example, H1
comprises the monomials of length 1, i.e. { f1, f ′1, f2, f ′2, . . . , fn, f ′n}. H2 comprises
the monomials of length 2, which has 22

(n
2

)
monomials: For every pair of features

fi, f j, where i 6= j, we have 22 monomials { fi f j, f ′i f j, fi f ′j, f ′i f ′j}. In general, Hl com-
prises 2l

(n
l

)
monomials.

For a given Hl and a dataset, our goal is to compute the version space Rl . This
computation can be based on removing the monomials that are inconsistent with the
samples. For example, suppose n = 3 and l = 2. A negative sample ”001” removes
the following hypotheses: f ′1 f ′2, f ′1 f3, f ′2 f3. A positive sample ”100” removes all
hypotheses except for: f1 f ′2, f1 f ′3, f ′2 f ′3. In general, a negative sample removes

(n
l

)
hypotheses while a positive sample removes all but the

(n
l

)
hypotheses. Therefore,

the pruning power of a positive sample is larger than a negative sample.
The ordered sequence of hypothesis spaces can be generalized to include k-term

DNF learning for up to a small k, for example k ≤ 3. In this case, there are two
variables to define an ordering of the hypothesis spaces, l as the total number of lit-
erals in a hypothesis and k as the total number of terms. For example, the hypothesis
spaces can be ordered in such a way that Hl1,k1 is before Hl2,k2 in the sequence if
l1 < l2 or l1 = l2 ∧ k1 < k2.

In pruning a hypothesis space H, each sample can be seen as a constraint that
removes a subset of hypotheses in the space. Suppose our uniqueness requirement
is |R| = 1, i.e. the version space after the pruning contains exactly one hypothesis.
Then the pruning can be formulated as a Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem. A
satisfiable assignment represents a hypothesis that is consistent with all samples. To
check for the uniqueness requirement we need to invoke SAT twice. The first time
is to find a satisfiable assignment A. Then, A is converted into a constraint to block
itself. After this constraint is added to the SAT formula, if the result is unsatisfiable
then we know A is the only satisfiable assignment. If not, we know |R|> 1.
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1.6.4 SAT encoding

To convert the pruning problem into a SAT problem, we need three groups of CNF
(Conjunctive Normal Form) clauses: (1) clauses to constrain the hypothesis space
based on given n, l,k, where n is the number of features, l is the number of literals
in a hypothesis, and k is the number of terms; (2) clauses to constrain the space
based on positive samples (if any), and (3) clauses to constrain the space based on
negative samples. Let mp be the number of positive samples and mn be the number
of negative samples. Then, the encoding method described below results in a CNF
formula with Θ(nkl + kmp) symbols and Θ(nkl +nkmp + kmn) clauses.

The key idea for the encoding is that each feature can appear in positive, or in
negative, or does not appear at all in a term. Hence, three variables are used to
represent these three cases for a feature:

• X j
i,1 is True iff the i-th feature in the j-th term appears in negative form

• X j
i,2 is True iff the i-th feature in the j-th term appears in positive form

• X j
i,3 is True iff the i-th feature does not appear in the j-th term

Since exactly one of the three cases is true, one-hot constraints are required to
enforce the requirement:

Π k
j=1Π n

i=1(X
j

i,1 +X j
i,2 +X j

i,3)(¬X j
i,1 +¬X j

i,2)

(¬X j
i,1 +¬X j

i,3)(¬X j
i,2 +¬X j

i,3).

For a given (l,k), we need to constrain the space to those hypotheses containing
only l literals. This involves a cardinality constraint.The performance of different
encoding methods for a cardinality constraint can be found in [26]. In our imple-
mentation, we choose the sequential counter method [27] because its performance is
comparable to other encoding methods and it has the unit propagation property[26].
The encoding for the cardinality constraint requires additional l(nk− 1) new sym-
bols and Θ(nkl) clauses. Further detail can be found in [28].

To illustrate the conversion from a positive samples into clauses, consider a pos-
itive sample s = 101. For a single term to be evaluated as true, feature 1 and feature
3 must not appear in negative form and feature 2 must not appear in positive form.
Then, at least one term must be evaluated as true. A naive encoding leads to nk

clauses, which is not feasible. To overcome this challenge, additional k symbols,
A1, A2, . . . , Ak are used such that A j is true if and only if the j-th term is evaluated
as true. The number of clauses reduces to (n+1)k+1. The requirement of at least
one term is evaluated as true is encoded by a single clause:

(Σ k
j=1A j),

and for each j, the relation of A j and X j
i,δ is maintained by

Π n
i=1(¬X j

i,2−s[i]+¬A j), and

(Σ n
i=1X j

i,2−s[i]+A j).
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Similarly, suppose s = 101 is a negative sample. For a single term to be evaluated
as false, at least one of feature 1 and feature 3 must appear in negative form or feature
2 appear in positive form. Besides, all the terms must be evaluated as false. For each
sample, k clauses are required. The overall encoding is

Π k
j=1(Σ

n
i=1X j

i,2−s[i]).

1.6.5 Effect of the uniqueness requirement

To illustrate the effect of including the uniqueness requirement in learning, in this
section the performance of the SAT-based learning tool is compared to a popular
decision-tree learning tool, the CART tool from the Python machine learning li-
brary [10]. The discussion focuses on why uniqueness can be a desirable property
in learning. Detail of our learning tool is described in [28] which is named VeSC-
CoL (Version Space Cardinality based Concept Learning) and uses the Lingeling
solver [29] for SAT.

In the experiment, we assume the number of features n= 100. We further assume
the length of the true answer is 6 which can be a k-term DNF formula for k = 1,2,3.
In each case, a k is randomly picked and the true answer is also randomly picked
from all the k-term DNF hypotheses. The dataset contains exactly k positive samples
which is randomly generated. Then, negative samples are also randomly generated.

Figure 1.10 shows a comparison result for VeSC-CoL and CART. The experiment
includes 20 cases. The x-axis shows the number of negative samples used in the
learning up to that particular point. In the experiment, the k positive samples are
always used first, before any negative samples are used.

For CART, the figure shows the number of cases the CART tool correctly reports
the true answer at each x value. For VeSC-CoL, the figure shows two numbers at
each x value. The first is the number of cases where VeSC-CoL reports a unique
hypothesis as its answer. This is marked as a red dot. The second is the number of
cases where VeSC-CoL correctly finds the true answer. This is marked as a blue dot.
Where these two numbers coincide, the figure shows an overlap of red dots circled
by blue edge.

For CART, the best scenario is that it finds the true answer in 6 out of the 20 cases.
This happens occasionally on some particular x values after 3000. For the range of
the x values shown, CART performs slightly better as more samples are provided.
However, in addition to being poor, its performance fluctuates quite frequently as
more samples are added.

For VeSC-CoL, notice that a unique hypothesis found by the tool does not always
guarantee it is the correct answer. However, this happens only when the x value is
still relatively small. After about x= 650, a unique hypothesis is always the correct
answer. More interestingly from x= 650 and up to about x= 1500, as more samples
are added to the learning, the VeSC-CoL result always improves. After x= 1500,
VeSC-CoL finds all the 20 true answers and the result does not change with more
samples added.
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Fig. 1.10 A comparison between VeSC-CoL and CART

Figure 1.11 presents the result of VeSC-CoL from a different perspective and
focuses on x value up to 800. For each of the y label from 1 to 20, the figure marks
the x values where VeSC-CoL finds a unique hypothesis but it is not the true answer.
We can call each range of such x values a mistake window. Figure 1.11 shows where
such mistake windows occur as the number of samples increases.

Fig. 1.11 The mistake windows in VeSC-CoL learning when the x value is small

It is interesting to observe that most of the mistake windows occur when the x
value is less than 200. The largest window size is 70. Most importantly, a mistake
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window occurs only for x ≤ 647. After more than 647 samples are used in the
learning, no mistake window occurs (also see Figure 1.10 above).

To see what a mistake window means, refer back to the hypothesis space search
process depicted in Figure 1.9 before. Suppose Hi is the hypothesis space that con-
tains the true answer. When the samples used in the learning are not sufficient, the
version space Ri can still include many unfiltered hypotheses. However, it is pos-
sible that the samples are enough to filter out most of the hypotheses in a simpler
hypothesis space, say H2. By chance, this filtering might result in one hypothesis left
in H2. Then, because of its uniqueness, VeSC-CoL would report the hypothesis as
its answer. However, as more samples are added to the learning, this hypothesis will
be filtered out and the wrong answer is removed. In other words, the largest win-
dow size 70 shown in Figure 1.11 means that such a mistake made by VeSC-CoL
is corrected after 70 additional samples are used. From this perspective, Figure 1.11
shows that in all cases when VeSC-CoL makes a mistake, the mistake is corrected
after up to 70 new samples added in the learning.

Note that each mistake window shown in Figure 1.11 corresponds to a hypothesis
space that is simpler to the hypothesis space containing the true answer. Because the
true answer is in a hypothesis space with l = 6 and k randomly selected between 1
and 3, there are many hypothesis spaces before the true answer as the hypothesis
spaces are arranged according to the ordering discussed in Section 1.6.3.

Fig. 1.12 Result by redoing the experiment with l = 3 and k = 1,2

Figure 1.12 shows the result by redoing the experiment with l = 3 and k randomly
selected between 1 and 2. In other words, the result shows what happens if we make
the true answer easier to learn. For VeSC-CoL, its performance is similar to that
shown in Figure 1.10 before. After x > 124, VeSC-CoL finds the true answer in all
20 cases. Recall that this number is about 1500 in Figure 1.10 before.
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The performance of CART is substantially better than that shown in Figure 1.10.
It is interesting to observe that in some cases (only occur when x< 90), CART can
actually perform better than VeSC-CoL, i.e. finding true answers for more cases.
However, CART result can still fluctuate as more samples are used. But eventually
(after about x > 500), CART can also finds all true answers.

The two results presented above can be summarized as the following:

• Finding a unique answer in a hypothesis space does not guarantee it is the cor-
rect answer. However, if there are enough samples to filter out all other hy-
potheses in the hypothesis space containing the true answer, the true answer is
guaranteed to be found.

• After some initial samples, the performance of VeSC-CoL becomes consistent,
i.e. more samples always leading to a better result. This is not the case for
CART.

• If the true answer is easy to learn, CART can be better than VeSC-CoL, i.e. can
find the true answer with fewer samples. However, the difference in the number
of samples required to learn between CART and VeSC-CoL is not that signifi-
cant. In contrast, if the true answer is hard to learn, VeSC-CoL can significantly
out-perform CART.

• For a hard-to-learn answer, VeSC-CoL requires much less samples to learn than
CART. However, because VeSC-CoL involves a SAT solver, it is computation-
ally more expensive. In a sense, VeSC-CoL enables its user to trade computa-
tional cost for sample requirement. Hence, if samples are limited, VeSC-CoL
can be a useful alternative for learning.

To conclude this section, Figure 1.13 shows another result with the same setting
as that for generating Figure 1.10 by adding 100 more cases. As seen, the perfor-
mance of VeSC-CoL in Figure 1.13 is similar to that shown in Figure 1.10. The
performance of CART is also comparable, at x= 5000 CART finds the true answer
for 22 cases. The difference between VeSC-CoL and CART remains significant.

Figure 1.14 then shows what happens to the CART’s performance if the number
of negative samples is increased up to 50000. Close to the right end in the figure,
CART correctly finds the true answer for 45 cases. For additional 8 cases, CART
finds the true answer occasionally at some particular x values but the result is not
stable. As a result, the number of correctly found cases fluctuates between 47 and
53 on the right side of the figure.

Table 1.1 then shows what types of the cases CART can find the true answer and
what types of the cases CART cannot. Recall that the length of each true answer is
fixed at 6. A true answer can be a 1-term, 2-term, or 3-term DNF formula. If it is a
1-term DNF, it is a length-6 monomial. If it is a 2-term DNF, the lengths of the two
terms are represented as (l1, l2) where l1 + l2 = 6. Similarly, for a 3-term DNF, the
lengths are represented as (l1, l2, l3) where l1 + l2 + l3 = 6.

Observe from Table 1.1 that if the true answer is a 1-term monomial, CART
can find the true answer for all of them. If it is a 2-term DNF with lengths (1,5),
CART can also find the true answer. For those (1,1,4) cases, CART’s result fluctuates
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Fig. 1.13 Result by redoing the experiment with 100 cases

Fig. 1.14 CART result by adding up to 50000 negative samples in learning

between 2 and 8. For other cases, CART does not find the true answer at any x value
even with up to 50000 negative samples in use.

Suppose we only consider those 53 cases CART can find the true answer at least
once. Figure 1.14 shows that it still requires about 20000 negative samples for CART
to find all those answers. This is compared to the sample requirement for VeSC-CoL
in Figure 1.13, where after about 1700 samples VeSC-CoL correctly finds all 100
true answers.

From the results presented in this section, observe that the performance of VeSC-
CoL is quite consistent. In contrast, the performance of CART is not. In Figures 1.10
1.13, and 1.14 CART’s performance does not look satisfactory. In Figure 1.12,
CART seems to be doing fine. This reveals that the search strategy of Figures 1.9
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Table 1.1 Detail of the CART result for the 100 cases in Figure 1.14

Formula Lengths # cases # Correctly Found
1-term 6 35 35
2-term (1,5) 10 10
2-term (2,4) 10 0
2-term (3,3) 15 0
3-term (1,1,4) 10 2 to 8*
3-term (1,2,3) 10 0
3-term (2,2,2) 10 0

*This number fluctuates between 2 and 8

with the uniqueness requirement can result in a learning process more consistent, as
comparing to a traditional learning method such as CART whose performance can
be largely affected by how easy or difficult to learn the true answer.

1.7 Incorporating Domain Knowledge

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, the Analyst Layer in Figure 1.5 is driven mostly by
domain knowledge. Hence, to automate the entirety of the iterative search process,
one has to consider automation of the steps in the Analyst Layer. The Analyst Layer
essentially comprises two major components, the dataset preparation component
including the sample selection, feature selection, and dataset construction, and the
model (or result) evaluation component.

For example, in the context of functional verification the dataset preparation in-
volves two major tasks: generation of the tests to run the simulation and the se-
lection of signals to encode a simulation trace. The data quality, in this case the
quality of the simulation traces largely depends on the tests used in the simulation.
To automate the test generation, the work in [14] presents a constrained process
discovery approach that learns a test generation model based on example tests (e.g.
C programs) written by a verification engineer. The test generation model can then
be executed to produce tests automatically. For signal selection, often a verifica-
tion engineer relies on reading the specification document to select the important
and relevant signals. To automate this task, the work in [15] develops a text-mining
approach to extract signals from a specification document.

In the context of production yield optimization, the dataset preparation involves
making several choices to decide what data to analyze and what type of analytic to
run [8]. In practice, these choices are made by the analyst. The work in [9] presents a
way to learn how an analyst makes such choices in sequence for performing a yield
data analytic task. The learning result is captured in a process model that looks like a
flowchart where each node in the model is a software script. The model can then be
executed automatically as if the analyst would perform the analytics for resolving
a yield issue. For automating the result evaluation component, recently the work in
[13] presents a learning approach to construct a plot recognizer based on example
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plots instructed by an analyst. Such a plot recognizer can be used to automatically
recognize the meaningfulness of an analytic result when it is presented as a plot. The
implementation is based on the recently-proposed Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) learning approach [30][31].

In general, where to apply learning and what type of learning to apply for au-
tomating the Analyst Layer is largely application dependent. For example, in the
context of functional verification, learning is applied to automate two different tasks
in the dataset preparation and the learning approaches involved are fundamentally
different, i.e. constrained process discovery [14] vs. text mining [15]. In the context
of production yield optimization, learning is applied to automate both the dataset
preparation and result evaluation, and the learning approaches are also different,
i.e. process mining [9] vs. GAN [13]. These examples illustrate the diversity of the
problem for automating the Analyst Layer. Overall, whether the Analyst Layer for
a given application can be fully automated remains an open question to be explored
with future research.

1.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, the discussion focuses on a particular type of learning encountered
in some design and test applications where the data samples are limited, which is
given the name feature-based analytics. Because of the data limitation, in practice
it is more intuitive to view feature-based analytics in terms of an iterative feature
search process as depicted in Figure 1.5. The effectiveness of this search depends
on the steps conducted in the Analyst Layer as well as on the machine learning tool
in use. For the machine learning tool, we explain the challenges to adopt a traditional
machine learning problem formulation view. Instead, an adjusted machine learning
view is presented, and illustrated in Figure 1.9. In the adjusted view, uniqueness of
an answer is included as an additional requirement for learning and the focus of the
learning is shifted from finding a model to finding a hypothesis space. A SAT-based
approach to realize this adjusted learning view in the context of learning a k-term
DNF formula is presented and its benefits are illustrated with several experiment re-
sults. Finally, for automating the tasks in the Analyst Layer, several recent works are
briefly discussed as examples to illustrate the diversity of the problem. More future
research is required in order to assess if the Analyst Layer can be fully automated
and such automation can also be very much application dependent.
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